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 Everything is OK, it is now working. Thanks for your help. A: The table has been deleted or truncated, so some ID's will be missing. First, make sure the data is still there (there is nothing else you are missing). Select the account from the list (right-click on it, select "Send to new window"), and look at the ending of the ending number (i.e. the numeric part before the decimal). For example if the
ending number is 55.00 that should be something like 55525. You can copy that number, and paste it into the gap that was created. Go to the Customer Center > Customers & Payables > List Customers (right-click, select "Open in new window"), and look at the ending number for the current customer (right-click, select "Send to new window"). Copy that number, and paste it into the gap. Repeat the
same steps for all other accounts in the database. After you have done that, you need to make sure that no other code gets triggered because the trigger code won't work if the ID's are out of sync. I'm not sure if this is enough information, but it should help you figure out the problem. Q: Sorting object array using lodash? I have an object array where the keys are named as "from-to" (Example, from-

to[0] => "15-20"). I would like to sort this array using lodash. I tried _.sortBy, but it doesn't work. var fromTo = [{ "from": 20, "to": 5 }, { "to": 15 "from": 15, "to": 10 "from": 5, ]; _.sortBy(fromTo, ["from-to", 1]); I expect the output to be: [ { "from-to": { "from": 20, 82157476af
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